ADFORS
Doorway Alert Screen

For increased doorway safety

Your Partner for Innovative Textiles

Doorway Alert FAQ
What are the black and white
stripes for?
ADFORS Doorway Alert screen
features a highly visible pattern
of black (charcoal) and white stripes
that, when installed in doorways,
brings attention to it for increased
safety by helping to prevent
accidental run-ins/walk-throughs.
How far apart are the stripes
in the screen?
The screen features a pattern of 2”
charcoal and 2” white alternating
strips that run vertically.
What does Ortho-Phthalate
Free mean?
ADFORS Doorway Alert screen
is ortho-phthalate free and
does not contain any substance
covered under California Prop 65.
ADFORS screen still maintains the
same great aesthetics, properties
and processibility. Doorway Alert
screen is also GREENGUARD Gold
certified which certifies that the
product has low chemical emissions.

Doorway Alert Screen is ideal for
increased safety.
Doorway Alert screen is a specialty fiberglass
screen which features a highly visible pattern to
prevent accidental walk-throughs and damage.
Designed with 2� charcoal and white stripes, this
screen is ideal for use in patio doors to increase
safety.
Features and benefits of Doorway Alert Screen:
• Visible pattern prevents others from running into
or walking through screen doors
• Can help to provide a safer environment and
reduced damage
• East to install and the standard fiberglass
construction allows for good airflow
Doorway Alert screen is available in DIY pre-cut
and 100’ contractor rolls. Each pre-cut roll comes
with simple step-by-step instructions for easy
installation. ADFORS .140” spline is recommended
for the best fit in a standard frame.
Visit www.adfors.com to learn more about our
products, view our how-to videos and use our
screen selector tool to make sure you have the
right screen for your needs.
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FCS10351-M

Charcoal/White

48” x 84”

0.90

011646103512

16
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